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All the same safety benefits as the
Solo™TI, without the thermal imaging.
An outstanding fire helmet with a breathing
apparatus mask built-in as standard combined
with integral communications; it delivers on all
requirements.
Providing head protection, respiratory
protection and comprehensive
communications interface in one system is a
huge benefit. As communication becomes
increasingly difficult on the fire ground, the
Solo™ helmet delivers crystal clear
amplification enhancing firefighter safety.
The helmet is designed and built from fire
retardant resin and Kevlar fibre composite
material giving unparalleled protection and
comfort. The Solo™ range also features a
Nomex neck protection skirt providing total
protection to the fire fighter.

Weight is always an important factor in any
operation where personal protection is
required. The Solo™ compares favourably to
standard helmets by combining the safety
features of head protection, clear
communications and respiratory ability at
2.4kg.
Compared to a standard helmet weighing
1.7kg with a face mask and communications
then having to be added.
The Solo™ can be used with all major
breathing apparatus manufacturers such as
Dräger PSS (LDV). This also applies to
communications, being compatible with your
existing radio.
●
●
●

The ergonomic design gives clean lines to the
outside of the helmet and can be donned
within a few seconds providing the firefighter
a quicker reaction time and also the ability to
be safe and secure in high temperature and
other hazardous situations.

●

Fire retardant resin and Kevlar® fibre
composite shell
Crystal clear Comms with your existing
radio
Can be used in conjunction
with Dräger PSS (LDV)
Fully-approved, with MED,
SOLAS and CE marking
Complete head, face and neck protection
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Environmental Data

Mechanical Data
Helmet Dims (H X W X D)

350mm x 285mm x 390mm

Helmet Weights

2.4Kg

Shell Material

Sealing

IP67, will withstand short-term
immersion in water

Storage

It is recommended that for maximum

Fire retardant resin and

effective operational life, the storage

Kevlar® fibre composite shell

temperature is kept between -20ºC (-4ºF)
and +40ºC (104ºF)

Shell Lining

Plastazote Foam

Strap Material

Kevlar + Nomex

Neck Skirt Material

Quilted Nomex

Face Seal

Neoprene

Face Mask Material

Lexan Polycarbonate

Face Mask Thickness

4mm

Warranty

36-month warranty as standard (conditions
apply)

Compliance Data
PPE

89 / 686 / EEC

EC Approved

EN443 (2008), EN136 (1998)
including AC (2003), EN137 (2006)

MED

2014/90/EU (MED)

Solas

Solas Approved

This specification is for the solo™ Fire Helmet.
Build Issue C Released December 2017
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